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TECHNICAL DATA
Adhesive:

Optically clear acrylic adhesive
Semi-permanent (.75mil) on one side and
Permanent (1mil) on the other side.
(permanent side on inside of roll.)

Total Thickness:

3.75mil, 2mil optically clear polyester base.

Shelf Life:

2 years stored, in original packaging, in a cool, dry
place.
Avoid direct exposure to the sun and to a heat source.

Application:

1) Be sure print is fully dried / cured.
2) Apply 1” strip to top and bottom of graphic.
Permanent adhesive side to graphic.
3) Clean and degrease window thoroughly using
isopropyl alcohol, before application.
4) Remove release liner and apply with squeegee to
window.

Lower your installation and cleanup costs by
applying non-adhesive, perforated media
with panoRama Tape
panoRama Tape is a optically clear 2-sided application tape is specifically designed to apply our
non-adhesive, see-through panoRama Film to
the inside of windows and is ideal for retail POP
applications.
Apply the permanent side of the panoRama Tape
onto the print side with a squeegee. (One strip at
the top and bottom of the graphic.) When ready
to install the graphic remove the liner from the
removable side and squeegee onto inside of window display surface, allowing the image to be
viewed from the outside.

For best results, trim full window graphic panels back from all window frames
1/16” to 1/8”.
Optical color shift is easily avoided by printing a black strip where the tape will
be applied.

NOTICE: The information provided herewith is believed to be accurate. Continental Grafix
USA, Inc. can not be held responsible for any damage, injury or consequential loss due to
use of its products. It is the customer’s responsibility to try the product before final
application.

 Available in 1”x200’ rolls
 Ideal for retail POP applications
 Ideal for adhering perforated one-way seethrough media to the inside of windows
 Acrylic based, transparent adhesive
 Impressive transparency on image
 Poster remains safely on inside of store
 No vandalism
 Can also be used for non-perforated
posters.
 Minimal adhesive residue after removal

